CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The writer took her internship from 23\textsuperscript{rd} January 2017 to 24\textsuperscript{th} February 2017 at DJ FM Radio Surabaya. The Ultimate Youngsters DJ FM Radio is a radio station for the young Indonesian listeners. It broadcasts a mix of contents, including musical programs, news, and much more. During the internship, the writer played a role as a program conceptor, announcer, and translator. The writer worked five days a week, starting from 9:00 am to 05.00 pm.

In the writer’s opinion, internship is the best way to gain more experiences before entering the work field in the future. During the seven weeks of internship, the writer had plenty of precious experiences that she might not get in other places and also learned new things she has never experienced before. The writer had several main tasks: first, making video subtitle for DJ FM YouTube channel; second, making contents for the announcers; third, becoming a radio announcer; and last, journalising and shooting the gala premiere of \textit{Chocolate Chance} and \textit{London Love Story} at Marvel City, \textit{Valentine’s Charity Dinner} at The Consolate, and \textit{Never Ending War Against Cancer} at Indonesia Cancer Museum.

The writer learned a lot of things during the internship period. Being discipline, creative, and dare to take the challenges is necessary. Being discipline is one of the most important factors in doing any activities. During the internship, the writer had to be discipline towards the time and tasks that she did. By being discipline, the writer could finish every assignment well. Being creative really
matters. The writer was required to be very creative in doing every assignment because most of the writer assignments were making interesting contents, thus it is very important for her to be brave and creative to take the challenges during the internship.

Good attitude is the most basic skill that the writer should have, because she met many people outside the office every day that is why keeping good attitude was crucial for her. Furthermore, she also performed her duty as a journalist during the internship. The last is dare to take the challenges. The writer met many people both from the office and outside the office (actors, informants). In this case, trying new things was not easy to do. The writer learned to do it during the internship and for her it is an incredible opportunity to be part of DJ FM Surabaya. In the writer’s opinion, DJ FM Radio is a good institution to commit the internship because DJ FM Radio offers activities that the writer might not get in any other institution. The work environment was also good; the people were very friendly. These things made the writer feel comfortable in committing the internship at DJ FM Radio.

However there were some weaknesses during the internship period. The supervisor did not gave a guidance when he was asking her to do any assignment, whereas the assignment was the first experience for her. The writer hopes that the supervisor would gave guidance first before asking the apprentice to work on his/her assignment.

Hopefully there will be more English Diploma students who would like to apply and commit their internship in DJ FM Radio Surabaya in the future.
Because in DJ FM Radio Surabaya, the writer could apply the subjects that she got in English Diploma Universitas Airlangga such as; *Etika dan Kepribadian* (Ethics and Behavior), Practice in Translation, Structure, Writing, Public Speaking, Computer Application, and English and Media Advertising.